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Welcome to Our Town
Characters
Stage Manager
Professor Willard
People asking questions
Dr. Gibbs
Mrs. Gibbs
George Gibbs, their son, 16
Rebecca Gibbs, his sister, 11
Mr. Webb, newspaper editor
Mrs. Webb
Emily Webb, their daughter,16
Wally Webb, her brother, 11
Joe Crowell, newspaper boy
Si Crowell, his brother
Howie Newsome, milkman
Constable Warren
Simon Stimson, choirmaster
Mrs. Soames
Sam Craig
Joe Stoddard
Baseball players
Setting: Grover's Corners, New
Hampshire
Time: 1901 to 1913

These study materials and
activities cover Alabama CCR
Anchor Standards 1-10 for
Reading Literature

George and Emily
at the soda fountain
(Amy Love and Mark
Dold), ASF, 1993

Even when it premiered in 1938, Our
Town took a retrospective view, looking at
turn-of-the-century life in a small New England
town before World War I, before the Roaring
Twenties, before the Great Depression, before
the rise of Hitler—the "before" moment of the
play's composition. The in-between events are
momentous, but so are the events in the play,
though not on the stage of geopolitics. Here
we can look at everyday life, at slower changes
and eternal verities—perhaps no less climactic
to those involved in them.
Thornton Wilder opens with new life and
closes with new death, both in childbirth. Yin and
yang, life and death, male and female, love and
loss—the play pares its action to the essentials.
"Blest Be the Tie That Binds" celebrates a
wedding and consoles at a funeral. Wilder
examines what ties bind us one to another as
individuals, families, and communities and then
takes that extra step to look at life from beyond
it, to see it whole and from a distance.
In 1938 Wilder's play was widely considered
an innovative, even revolutionary, piece of
modern American drama, one with no set and
only a few non-realistic but imaginatively used
stage props and simple costumes. It is now a
staple in the classroom and on stages of every
sort across America, seeming like a comfortable
sweater. It looks so simple; it seems so simple,
but simplicity has its own profundity, as Thornton
Wilder knew. Others, too: it won the 1938 Pulitzer
Prize for Drama.

"All the world's a stage"
		

—Shakespeare, As You Like It, 2.7

… or a 1903 soda fountain.
Did You Know…?
• that the longitude and latitude coordinates
given in the play actually locate a spot in
the ocean near Mitchell Rock off the coast
of Rockport, Massachusetts?
• the source for Grover's Corners was likely
Peterborough, New Hampshire, home of
the McDowell Writers' Colony which Wilder
regularly attended (he wrote part of the
play in Peterborough)? The town has a
corner of Grove and Main Streets.
• that, far from being a small town boy, Wilder
was educated in both China and Berkeley,
California, and took his B.A. at Yale, his
M.A. at Princeton, and he was fluent in
four languages?
• that prior to Our Town Wilder had already
won a Pulitzer Prize for fiction in 1927 for
his novel, The Bridge of San Luis Rey?
• that Wilder also wrote the screenplay for an
Alfred Hitchcock film, Shadow of a Doubt
(1942)?
• that his play The Matchmaker is the basis
for Broadway's Hello, Dolly?
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Meet Thornton Wilder
While directors can place and shape the
plays they produce in interesting or strange
ways, creatively rebalancing their intent, the
person who most determines what a play is and
how it works is its playwright.
Thornton Wilder came to Our Town as an
experienced playwright. By 1938 he had already
written one full-length play, 22 one-act plays,
and two adaptations that had recently appeared
on Broadway. Two of the one-acts—The Happy
Journey from Trenton and Camden and Pullman
Car Hiawatha—both used the figure of a Stage
Manager and creative, open staging to suggest
an automobile ride and train journey. These
journeys through space link in technique with
the journey through time he presents in Our
Town. Perhaps we might consider the play's
narrator a tour guide or conductor as well as a
stage manager.
Thornton Wilder in 1935

"My earlier one-act plays,
before Our Town, were
free of scenery too and
things went back and forth
in time. . . In my plays I
attempted to raise ordinary
daily conversation between
ordinary people to the level
of the universal human
experience."
–Thornton Wilder in a 1974
interview with Bob McCoy

Wilder's Education
Wilder's childhood gave him multicultural
experiences because he lived and went to
school in the U.S. and for brief periods in China
as well. There he gained an appreciation for the
spareness and symbolic eloquence of Chinese
Noh drama, which many feel was an influence
on his later plays such as Our Town.
His father was a Yale graduate, a newspaper
owner/editor and diplomat, plus "a very strict
Calvinist father" (Wilder's phrase in a 1957
interview) who believed in righteousness,
culture, and education. He expected Thornton,
his second son, to be as dutiful, pious, athletic,
and successful as was Amos, Wilder's older
brother—the tennis champ and scholar who
became a minister and, after his Ph.D., a
theologian at Harvard. Thornton Wilder hated
sports and loved theatre.
He furthered his multicultural experience
by majoring in classical literature at Yale (after
interrupting his education to serve in the Coast
Guard for a year at the end of WWI), after which
he studied archaeology in Rome for a year and
taught French at a prep school in New Jersey
before taking his master's in English at Princeton.
Wilder later taught comparative literature at the
University of Chicago, then at Harvard, and
stayed on the lecture circuit.

Wilder's Temperament
In recalling his time at Yale, Wilder later
wrote: "We began the day with obligatory prayer
and we ended it with tankards of substandard
prohibition beer in our hands." Amid the daily
"herd" activities of chapel, class, and conviviality,
he added, "I came very near to being an
outsider—and a quite cheerful contented one.
I have never had any competitive drive or any
closely focused ambition.…"
But editor J. D. McClatchy believes that
"what really set Thornton Wilder apart at Yale,
and all his life, was his personality. 'He was a
very lonely person. He was a big drinker and a
big socializer and had a million friends, as only
a lonely person can. There was a lot that made
him an outsider that he ended up cherishing.'”
Wilder's nephew and literary executor,
Tappen Wilder, agrees: “Look at his characters
… They are lonely by nature or circumstance.
And look at how he sets his novels and plays
in outsider or edge locations, thus deepening
the condition." When such an outsider writes,
he has "a special purchase at seeing inside."
Wilder was fascinated by and did research
on James Joyce's Finnegans Wake and the plays
of Spaniard Lope de Vega. He was friends with
many of the major film stars, writers, thinkers,
and other figures of his time, from Sigmund
Freud to Walt Disney.

Wilder
on a 1953
Time cover
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Our Town Basics

I am presenting "the life
of a village against the
life of the stars."

		

—Thornton Wilder

A 1906 postcard of
Peterborough, NH

Online Resources
• See p.11 for URLs to filmed
versions on YouTube.
• Tappan Wilder (author's
nephew and literary
executor) discusses Our
Town's legacy @
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Y5pGBv9zuyk
Some Online Lesson Plans
• EDSITEment! lesson plans
and worksheets @
http://edsitement.neh.gov/
lesson-plan/dramatic-andtheatrical-aspects-thorntonwilders-our-town
• Using 2003 filmed production
@ https://aptv.pbslearning
media.org/resource/
mast16ot-ela-waywewere-1/
masterpiece-our-town-1the-way-we-were/

Structure and Technique
• 3 acts, which the play calls:
1. Daily Life (1901)
2. Love and Marriage (1903)
3. [After Life] (never named; 1913)
If we pay close attention, however, we
realize all three acts involve birth, growing
up, love and marriage, and death—the life
cycle is ubiquitous and ongoing here as it
is outside the theatre. Listen for references
to all life's phases in each act.
• Because the Stage
Manager controls the
presentation—stopping and
starting action, advancing
or reversing time, providing
additional information—we
get bits of action instead of
large theatrical scenes. As
well as scene snippets, we
also get something like a
newscast or a public meeting
(or a scrapbook), with the
Stage Manager seeking out expert
commentators for a sound byte or taking
questions.
Consider how this approach affects your
expectations about what this play is. How
does the combination of "action" and
"facts" work, especially in Act 1? What
effect does it have?
• Pick an act and analyze the rhythm of
the smaller pieces working together,
remembering that the interruptions are
also pieces.
• British theatre critic Michael Billington
observes that in Wilder's works his
"declared mission in life was to subvert the
American theatre of his time"—meaning
the realistic, "fourth wall" approach to
dramatic presentation. Instead, "Wilder
conjures up a complete world through a
handful of chairs" and two ladders.
Thus the play is called "metatheatrical" for
calling attention to itself as a play, as
a construct. How does that affect your
response to the story?
		

Character
• The line between unique and stereotypic
blurs in many of the characters. Compare:
—the Gibbs family to the Webbs
—George to Emily
—the fathers
—the mothers
—the younger siblings
—the other townsfolk
How much overlap do we get? Where is
variety, distinctiveness? Why?
• What are the conflicts in the play? What
are George's and Emily's conflicts? Mrs.
Gibbs? Simon Stimson's? anyone else's?
Character and Theme
• The Stage Manager "manages" our
experience of the action, interrupting and
adding perspectives. Is he objective?
omniscient? or is he, too, a character as
narrator? can he also "remember a day" at
will? is that what he's doing for us? is the
effect one seamless story or a collage?
• How much different would these lives be in
a city (say Albany or Boston, the ends of
the rail line) than they are here? Do we get
a "small pond" effect here or just everyday
life? Are the residents of Grover's Corners
any different than we are? How? How not?
As times change do the essentials of life
change: waking up, getting kids to school
and others to daily work, neighbors talking,
adolescence, dreams or stymied dreams?
• What is the point of the action? Is the
graveyard the climax? If so, how? why? If
not, why not?

A New Hampshire cemetery
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Wilder's Views on Fiction, Drama, and Our Town
Responding to Wilder on Art
• Have you ever discovered
the truth of what you know in
a work of art and said "yes"
to a song, a film, a story, a
play, a picture? Which one?
What was the experience?
How can art embody truth?
• What kinds of tv and film do
you watch? Heavy, issueintense shows? Thrillers
and police/CSI dramas
(are those melodramas in
uniform?)? Comedies/sit
coms? Satire? News? How
much of tv and film today
might Wilder think "aims
to be soothing" rather than
challenging? Do you want to
be challenged? Why or why
not? Ask the same question
of spending money for
theatre or an art exhibit or a
concert. If you pay serious
money to go to the theatre,
what do you want to see?

Mrs. Webb (Suzanne Irving)
and Mrs. Gibbs ((Michele Marsh),
ASF, 1993

• Is Our Town like an
archaeological dig looking
from 1938 or 2019 back to
the early 20th century? How
much have things changed?
How much is the same?
What does Wilder gain by
using such a technique? Is
the Stage Manager really an
archaeologist?

In addition to novels and plays, Thornton
Wilder wrote and spoke about art in essays,
prefaces, interviews, and lectures. Actually art
speaks for itself, but artists who speak about art
offer us another angle into their works.
Wilder on Our Reponse to Art
• "The response we make when we 'believe'
a work of the imagination is that of saying
'This is the way things are. I have always
known it without being fully aware that I
knew it. Now in the presence of this play
or novel or poem (or picture or piece of
music) I know that I know it."
Wilder argues that theatre is "best endowed
to awaken this recollection within us—to
believe is to say 'yes.'"
Wilder on Early 20th-Century Theatre
• Wilder said he responded to novels and to
plays when he read them but less and less
frequently to theatre because it seemed
to be "evasive": "it aimed to be soothing."
He argues that in the 19th century "the
audience fashioned a theater which
could not disturb them. They thronged to
melodrama [good always triumphs] … and
to sentimental [feel-good] drama … and
to comedies." Even the Shakespeare they
saw was "boxed" in a realistic set which
"militates against belief."
Wilder tries to counter this style of
production and reaction to his plays. He
does not seek to "soothe" but to go beyond
what looks "real" to what is true.
A Defining Moment for Wilder
• Just out of college, Wilder spent 1920-21
doing archaeology in Rome, and the
dig that discovered a burial site from
2000 years ago changed his artistic
perspective. Far below the level of modern
streets and automobiles, he was looking
at people's lives who had lived, loved,
worked, and died thousands of years
before. He realized "2000 years from
now" there would be efforts to "recover"
and understand the family life of his own
century—or even look at 1901 from 1938
or 2019.

"Where does the family fit in the 		
cosmic scheme of things?"
		 —one of Wilder's abiding concerns
Wilder's Concerns in the 1930s
• Wilder's early novels were set far from
America in time and space. In the 1930s,
however, Wilder began to "[move] deep
into an American odyssey," observes
biographer Penelope Niven. Calling
himself "Walt Whitman's grandson" and
living and teaching part of each year in the
Midwest, for him "the family had become a
powerful symbol in his plays and novels—
not only the individual family unit but the
vast human family interconnected in the
local yet universal 'village.'"
Wilder on Novels and Theatre
• Though he began in fiction, Wilder came to
prefer theatre. "In the first place," he said,
"the theater has an inestimable advantage
over the novel by the very fact that a
play takes place in the present tense.
A novel… is always about something
that has happened in the past.… In
the second place, there is a complete
absense of editorial comment on the
stage. A character in a play speaks; his
words seem to come from within him….
When you read a novel, you are invariably
conscious of the restrictions imposed by
one man's personal point of view. Not so in
the theatre—and that … brings the drama
closer to ultimate reality."
• Yet for all that, Wilder kept a narrator in a
number of his one-act plays in the 1930s
as well as in Our Town, a fact he finally
addressed in 1938: "The stage manager
role … in Our Town, he said, was a
'hangover from a novelist technique.'"
So the innovative drama is actually halfnovel? Many plays adapted from novels
include a narrator as character or
character as narrator, but Wilder here
creates a novel-on-stage? He also called
the play "pure description, … devoid
of anything even resembling conflict,
expectation or action" usual in a play.
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"Theatre is Now"—Our Town's Context in 1938
Then and Now
The most common critical
description of Our Town discusses
its universality, its suggestivity.
Yet Thornton Wilder in his essays
and interviews on theatre repeats
that "Theatre in now"; it speaks
to and from the present.
Yet few analyses of the play
ask how the present of 1938 fits
into or affects our view of the
action, which has been called
sentimental and even escapist.
•Does Wilder expect us to see
the action from a troubled
world, or does he offer us
an Edenic vista? Is Grover's
Corners Edenic or idyllic?
• Define the terms sentimental
and universal as they apply
to a play. Are they especially
apt for this play or not?
• Read the context of 1938.
World War II will break out
in Europe the next year;
Germany is already seizing
Austria and other lands.
Millions in the U.S. have
been made homeless and
impoverished for years by
the Great Depression.
How might the presence of
such current conditions
affect one's view of Our
Town in 1938? Is our
world less fraught or just
differently fraught? How do
we see Our Town—how do
we "add up" its world?

As specific as the play's inner action is
to the experience of one town, the narrator's
commentary insists that the action be seen in
larger contexts from the past—geological and
anthropological. The play's first audiences also
brought the context of their current events to
the play, for they lived in a world fraught with
conflict—the Depression's economy, labor
unrest in American cities, and the looming war
in Europe.
The Depression
• In 1929 the stock market crashed; fortunes
were lost and businesses compromised;
unemployment spiked.
• By 1932, national income fell 52%.
• Unemployment soared from 1/2 million in
October, 1929, to 12 million in 1932.
• Exports dropped 70%.
• There was already vast wealth inequality,
government corruption, corporate control
of labor (including low wages), and
immigration fear surging in the country
before the Depression, but as banks
failed and jobs disappeared, the situation
became dire.
• President F. D. Roosevelt, elected in 1932,
instituted an array of programs, many
federally funded, attempting to ease
the crisis. The programs that began to
succeed and have lasted include:
—
 FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation) that insures bank deposits up
to a stipulated sum
—Wagner Labor Act that called for collective
bargaining in labor disputes
—Minimum wages and maximum work week
laws, at that time 44 hours a week (some
Southern textile workers were being paid
$10 for a 60-hour work week)
—The Social Security Act assisting widows,
orphans, and retirees (as had been done
in Europe since 1878)
— Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
authorized the production and sale of
electricity to advance the central South,
promoting industry and cheaper energy
—farming policies to help agriculture
A Hooverville in Central Park

• By 1937 the national
income had recovered
over 75% of its loss,
but the economy did
not recover its vigor
or full employment
until World War
II heightened
production.
Labor Unrest
A hungry migrant family
• Unemployment was
(Dorothea Lange 1936)
already high before
the stock market crash. The unofficial
policy of government and judicial backing
for corporate strike breaking—including
hiring spies to break up union organizing—
changed during the Depression. Strikes
became more frequent, and the founding
of the CIO gained better wages, hours,
and working conditions for auto workers,
miners, and steel workers.
• Nonetheless, during the mid-1930s labor
unrest rose across the country with walkouts and sit-down strikes, while industryhired thugs brought violence to the strikes.
The Coming
War in
Europe
• In 1933 Hitler
became
Chancellor
and then
dictator
over the German state. He instituted
pro-Aryan, anti-Jewish policies, purged
political opponents, and got the army to
swear allegiance to him rather than, as
formerly, to the "people and fatherland."
Hitler's military build-up solved Germany's
economic woes, and his policies raised
employment and assuaged many workers
while he plotted his military domination of
Europe.
The Spanish Civil War (1936-39) saw
Franco's fascist forces use their German
allies' air power to devastate government
forces, a prelude to World War II.
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Some Influences Shaping Our Town

Picasso, Bottle and Glass on a
Table (1912)
https://www.metmuseum.org/
toah/hd/cube/hd_cube.htm

• To begin to explore Wilder's
ideas and techniques, have
your students read the plot
summary of Wilder's novel
The Bridge of San Luis Rey
@ http://www.twildersociety.
org/works/the-bridge-ofsan-luis-rey/ or of Pullman
Car Hiawatha @ http://www.
twildersociety.org/works/
pullman-car-hiawatha/
or other summaries.

Cubism and Gertrude Stein
• The Metropolitan Museum of Art explains
that "the Cubist painters rejected the
inherited concept that art should copy
nature, or that artists should adopt the
traditional techniques of perspective,
modeling, and foreshortening. They
wanted instead to emphasize the twodimensionality of the canvas. So they
reduced and fractured objects into
geometric forms, and then realigned these
within a shallow, relieflike space. They
also used multiple or contrasting vantage
points." Picasso painted the first cubist
work in 1907; Braque and others quickly
followed.
Gertrude Stein, an American writer and
aesthete living in Paris, knew a wide
variety of international artists, including
Picasso and Thornton Wilder. She used
cubist principles in her fiction, especially in
The Making of Americans.
Wilder sought to counter the realism that
he felt had made theatre "evasive" and
"soothing" rather than consequential.
Thus, like the cubists, he changed the
basis of perspective; he cut the realistic
box set and the "fourth wall" assumption
and put the action on a bare stage, using
simple chairs and mimed action to suggest
the characters' behavior imaginatively. He
also provides various perspectives.
His Own Novels and One-Act Plays
• Ideas: The Bridge of San Luis Rey, the
novel for which Wilder won the 1928
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, undercuts
suspense with its first sentence, which
states the death of five people in a
bridge collapse. Instead of becoming a
"whodunit," however, the novel asks and
pursues the possible meaning of these
deaths in such an accident.
The "why" of particular deaths streams
through Our Town as well. In the play's
opening, as soon as we meet Doc and
Mrs. Gibbs we are also told when each
dies. We no sooner meet the paperboy
Joe Crowell than we learn he will die in

World War I. We see them living in the
present of 1901, but with a certainty
of their life's limit—like looking at
tombstones—a theme culminating with
Emily's sudden death in Act 3. The fact of
mortality is not the issue, but the meaning
is a haunting question, considered by the
Stage Manager and asked in Wilder's
earlier novel by the witness to the bridge
collapse, Brother Juniper. The information
gives us the graveyard perspective of Act
3 throughout the action,
• Technique: The technique of the one-act
Pullman Car Hiawatha is as spare as Our
Town's and highlights its shared thematic
interests as well. There is a train car, its
berths' spaces chalked onto the stage by
a Stage Manager. The cast sit in chairs to
suggest the berths, and the action moves
from their dialogue to their inner thoughts,
then to Harriet's death in Compartment
One. Next we move outward in time and
space, hearing the voices of several
towns, a field, a tramp, and two workmen,
one living and one dead, commenting
on the locales the train passes, giving its
"position geographically, meteorologically,
astronomically, theologically." The first
locale's voice is of Grover’s Corners, Ohio,
a hint of coming attractions.
The perspective moves to a longer view
of time and space—we meet the hours
["the minutes are gossips; the hours are
philosophers; the years are theologians,"
the Pullman Car's Stage Manager
observes] and the planets—then two
archangels descend to collect Harriet. The
larger view of individual lives in scientific
and spiritual contexts intrigues Wilder here
and in Our Town as well, which also uses
a Stage Manager, scientific information,
death, and after-death conversation—but
no angels—and questions.
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Worksheet: Exploring Influences—Cubism and Our Town
"I began writing … plays
that tried to capture
not verisimilitude but
reality."
		 —Thornton Wilder,
"Preface to Three Plays"

•What does Wilder mean by
"reality" here?

Thinking about Our Town and Cubism
• New ideas and approaches in the arts flow from medium to medium, each incorporating the
inspiration in its own way. In the 19th century the arts had been invigorated and then found
themselves shackled by realism—visual art, music, fiction, theatre. Then each form began
to find new ways of approaching its interests and truths. The Impressionists took painting
out of the studio into the plein air (open air). Cubists sought a new way of seeing, not
photographically (cameras did that), but exploring planes and angles.
Music was jolted by Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring"; fiction was electric-shocked by Proust in
France and Joyce, Woolf, and others in England and the U.S. who pursued the truth of how the
mind works, not just its public face and expression. Thornton Wilder himself studied Joyce's
most challenging works and their stream of consciousness.
In theatre, Ibsen, Strindberg, and Chekhov shifted realsim toward modernism, and many
followed, including Pirandello, Brecht, O'Neill, and others—either finding new forms or
changing the expectations of form. So let's explore.
1. Look at Picasso's painting to the left. The title lets us "see" a bottle of rum, but what else
do you "see"? A face? more than one? a pipe? a wine glass? Are the letters floating off a
newspaper or just floating? How is this different from a photograph of the same scene? Is this
an actual still life rendered in a new way, not traditionally "realistic" but from another set of
shifting perspectives of reality? Is our reality more collage than photo?
Describe what you see and how it works visually. Express the effect of this different
approach.

Picasso, Still Life with a Bottle
of Rum (1911)

2. (Pre- and post-show if reading the play; post-show if only seeing it)
Does Our Town work like a "regular play", that is, do we drop into the characters'
"reality" and stay there? Or does Wilder use a more collaged approach, working from different
angles and in pieces more as Cubism does? Can you point to examples where this could be
the case?

3. Cubism uses multiple vantage points. Does the array of authorities within and from outside
the action of Our Town offer such multiple vantage points theatrically? Does a scene with the
buried dead speaking offer a different vantage point (how do we understand what or where
they are?)? What is the effect of such choices on how the play works and its meaning?
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Worksheet: Exploring Influences—Fiction and Theatre
1. Pick one or two works of fiction you have treated in literature class and analyze how they are
narrated, how strong or present the narrator's voice is, how didactic the views. Compare that
narrative presence to a play you have studied. Is there an obvious guiding voice expressed
amid the theatrical action as a fictional narrator's would be? Then compare Our Town to these
two approaches. How do you understand the role of the Stage Manager in this play?

2. Wilder gives us vignettes of life, of growth, of development. Write or improv your own "Our
School" or "Our Class" sketch with similar vignettes of key or typical moments, occurrences,
and concerns. What is the "everyday life" and the major growing up events in your school or
class? What is the Act 3 perspective (graduation?)? Look back on a class from last year to
explore that perspective. Brainstorm some elements that could be in such a sketch. Or write
and perform a satiric (Comedy Central, Saturday Night Live) sketch on Our Town.

The wedding in ASF's 1993
production: William Cain as
Stage Manager/Minister, Mark
Dold as George, and Amy Love
as Emily

3. Wilder suggests that there is no traditional conflict in Our Town. Do you agree? What drives the
action if not conflict? How does the action move, propel, arc? What are the results of Wilder's
choices?

4. Is Our Town primarily a story about a collective, i.e. a town, about
couples, or about individuals or one individual? Is Grover's Corners a
backdrop/context or the protagonist? Discuss the implications of each
view. And what is a "corner"? What does it mean to be "cornered"? Are the
word's meanings relevant here? Does the play give us "corners"?

Emily joining the dead in Act 3:
front from left, Simon Stimson (Julian
Glover); Mrs. Gibbs (Michele Marsh),
Emily (Amy Love); ASF, 1993
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Meta + Theatre: What's Behind the Terms Used
The Stage Manager

A Modern Professional Stage
Manager's Duties Include:

• scheduling rehearsals and
costume and wig fittings
• maintaining union rules for
rehearsal and performance
conditions and hours as well as
health concerns for cast
• keeping the prompt book up to
date with every line change, bit
of blocking, and technical cue,
as well as prop lists and prop
setup and storage
• personnel management (keeping
everyone on task and attitudeadjusted)
• calling the show (countdown;
every set, sound, and light
cue) and taking performance
notes: watching every move,
its spacing and timing; hearing
every inflection or sudden noise
off stage, seeing the position
of every actor, set piece, and
light on stage or about to enter
or leave stage and knowing
what needs to happen next
and how to give show notes on
performance reports
• maintaining the directorial
integrity of the show
• problem solving in nanoseconds
during live performance
• making last-minute adjustments
of set or performance in new
venues on tour
• rehearsing understudies or
replacements
• checking with front of house
• all while staying calm and focused
plus keeping a sense of humor

This character is the key to the metatheatrical
aspect of the play because he
introduces the play as a play (not
as a slice of reality we're peering
into) and ostensibly "manages" or
"hosts" the production, identifying
the participants, giving map
coordinates, asking for facts,
getting questions answered,
starting and stopping action—
which reiterates that the characters
are actors in a performance—
and making both casual and
philosophical observations.
In contemporary theatre, few of these tasks
would fall to a stage manager, though many,
many other tasks are his or her responsibility.
The modern stage manager is both command
and information central, the one who makes
the process efficient through rehearsal and
performance. In the theatre during a show, the
stage manager is not on stage, but in the booth

The Open or Empty Stage

From the general critical commentary
on Our Town, one would think Thornton
Wilder invented open staging. He didn't, but
he invigorated the concept for 20th-century
American theatre.
The "empty space," as Peter Brook calls
it, is decidely part of modern theatre, but it has,
though time, often been a part of theatre. Ancient
Greek theatre had a skene (a permanent facade)
but no specific scenic pieces except an altar.
Medieval pageant plays were often performed
on wagonbeds perhaps in front of a rigged-up
curtain. Shakespeare's theatre had few if any
scenic elements except the tiring house facade
and only a few props and pieces of portable
furniture (a throne, a bed, a table and bench).
Scenic elements began to increase in
the 17th century, and by the 19th century's
exuberance for "spectacular" theatre (a stage
version of our epics or disaster films), the visual
element dwarfed all others. Yet by the late 19th
and early 20th century, William Poel began reexploring Shakespeare's actual performance
conditions, the French used symbolism and

on headset, communicating with everyone
involved and calling cues.
In the play, the character of the Stage
Manager behaves more like a stage manager
and director, who sit side by side during
rehearsal. In rehearsal, the director will start and
stop the action, explain it or comment on it, shape
or change it, provide context, or ask for more
detailed information. There is also more than a
little of the author in this character, especially
in the observations about life, death, existence,
and meaning. Wilder actually played the role for
several weeks during its Broadway run.
In fact, the term "stage manager" has
changed over time, morphing notably between
the late 19th century and 1930. In the Victorian
theatre, the "stage manager" was the actormanager, the director (a term that first began
to be used during that era), the person who
arranged the performance on and for the stage.
The other person involved in organization was
the prompter. Both these jobs changed role and
title as theatre conditions and technology did.
moved toward surrealism, Gordon Craig and
Adolphe Appia began designing more imagistic
scenic elements, and others such as Bertolt
Brecht began to shift the dynamic of theatre
elements and "reality"—all well before 1938.
Notably, Pirandello in 1921 opened his
Six Characters in Search of an Author with the
curtain up on a bare stage, ready for rehearsal,
not performance. The Producer [Director]
interacts with actors and "real" characters, both
of whom are present.
Theatre has long been interested in
metatheatre and how what is now called
performativity actually expresses the truths of
our existence.
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Our Town Meets Everyman and Romeo and Juliet

Questions for Discussion
and Analysis
• Is Grover's Corners an
Everytown or Everyplace?
Are George and Emily
typical teens? Everyguy?
Everygirl? Is there a good
path they should take or a
well-trodden social path?
• We don't see Death knock
in Our Town; it has already
come when we re-join the
Act 3 action. Is mortality a
surprise (it seemed to be
to Everyman)? Is it part of
life or a denial of life? What
perspective does death
provide in each play?
• How do the social milieu
and the peer pressure in
each play affect Romeo and
George? Juliet and Emily?
Does George have or need
a Friar Laurence advisor?
• We end up in the tomb or
in the graveyard in both
Romeo and Juliet and
Our Town. How do the
playwrights use that setting
to land the issues at the
end? Are there discoveries
in each case?

Comparing Universality, Life, and Death
Comparison highlights distinctiveness as
well as commonality. Our Town is famed for
its universality; it can translate to any time and
place—or at least it has for 80 years.

Comparing Love and Death
Romeo and Juliet is Shakespeare's
quintessential love tragedy; the passion
saturates every fiber of the play—the passion
of love and violent passion of hatred.

For over 500 years Everyman, the English
morality play, has proven the power of its spiritual
allegory. A man has been born and lived his life
making friends in all the wrong places. Now
he faces Death, quite literally because Death
knocks on his door and says "let's go." He fears
making such a journey alone, so asks to take a
friend if one will go. So who are his real friends
at such a time?

Two households, both alike in dignity in fair
Grover's Corners, or Verona, where we lay our
scene. The feud divides and fuels the timing in
the Elizabethan tragedy, making everything fast
and intense—they meet, they talk, they marry,
they consummate, they are separated, they die.
Yet in Our Town the timing can seem almost as
fast. Yes, years pass, but quickly. A homework
problem, an ice cream soda, a wedding; we
get only glimpses. Is either couple ready for
marriage? How do we judge? Are they ready
for death?

Fellowship (a good-time Charlie) says sure
but asks questions and reneges; only life sounds
like fun to him. Kindred and Cousin prove no
more willling to go. Everyman's best friend, the
one who has always been there for him in life,
Goods (i.e. material goods, money) laughs
in his face, implying what would happen if he
accompanied him to the Pearly Gates.
Now Everyman is truly frightened and still
alone until Good Deeds says she will go, but
she's too weak. By undertaking a regimen of
piety and a renunciation of gain and goods, sin
and self, Everyman cleanses his soul and can
confidently face the grave.
The play is a lesson, a moral exhortation to
change before it's too late because Everyman
is every man, everyone, all mortals. Its lesson
comes in the face of death, though Everyman
is not dead yet—or at least not in his grave until
the end. The retrospective assessment of life
and his choices bites sharply.
Likewise Act 3 of Our Town turns
the play from youthful exuberance and
young love to sharp loss and large
questions of meaning. Both have
characters who stand outside the
action and comment (the Chorus in
Everyman). Both plays use abstraction;
both provide glimpses of life but not
entire swathes; both are cautionary or
exhortative tales that say to value and
use life while you can.

The Gibbs (Greg Thornton and
Michele Marsh) with Emily (Amy
Love) and George (Mark Dold) rear

And what about the parents and their society? We get inside the Capulet home and see
their values and relationship, just as we do with
the Gibbses and Webbs, but we don't, however,
see in their moments of initial loss, as we do the
Capulets (twice).
• In discussing how theatre works as
an art form, Wilder says it "is a world
of pretense," full of conventions, and
that, in fact, its greatest ages such
as ancient Greece and Elizabethan
England "employed the greatest number
of conventions." These conventions,
he argues, engage "the collaborative
activity of the spectator's imagination" and
raise "the action from the specific to the
general," which is the more important of
the two.
"If Juliet is represented as a girl 'very like
Juliet' … moving about in a 'real' house
with marble staircases, rugs, lamps, and
furniture, the impression is irresistibly
conveyed that these events happened to
this one girl, in one place, at one moment
in time. When the play is staged as
Shakespeare intended it, the bareness
of the stage releases the events from the
particular and the experience of Juliet
partakes of that of all girls in love, in every
time, place, and language."
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Activities for Our Town
THE TITLE
• "Our"—"our" as in those on stage or all of
us in the theatre? Or "our" as an even
larger collective? "Our" as Americans? As
humans? Discuss how far the reference
goes.
•What's your "town" (which may or may not
be a geo-political entity)? Who is it? What
is it? What's in it? Where is it? How large
is it? What holds it together? What is its
value or importance? Describe and assess
the role and significance of locale in your
life. Create a video or collage expressing
your "town."
• Politicians often mention the value of small
towns or say "it takes a village." No matter
how large the urban area in which we live,
is there a "village" or "small town" available
to us? What might it be, even within a
larger entity? What is its value and power?
• The title is "Our Town," and thus not "Our
Family" or "Our Wedding" or "My Life's
Defining Moments." What does this title
offer the play? How does it harvest the
play's issues and interests? What other
title might you give the play and why? [The
first working title was "M Marries N."]
The images from three theatrical
posters for Our Town, top from
Missouri, middle Vermont, bottom
Arizona. What is the emphasis and
effect of each?

ART
• Design a collage that
expresses the full scope and
elements of the Our Town
story.
• Design a collage of Our Town
from a specific character's
point of view.
• Design a poster for Our Town;
what image best expresses
what the play is.

HISTORY
• What is the role of the small town in the
development of America? When did
America become more urban than rural?
How urban/rural is your county? What
does the census consider an "urban"
area? How large a community? State and
consider your findings.
• If Wilder is right and "theatre is always now,"
compare 1938 to today as a context for
the play. What does Our Town say to our
world? How many issues do we share with
its original context?

• After seeing the film of Little Women Wilder
said it was sad but "because it was
about a long lost, now archaeological
phenomenon, the home."
What does he mean by home here? Does
the 1901 home of his play seem so
different from today's as to seem from
another era? How so or not? Implications?
FILM and FILMED FROM STAGE
• Check out @ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Y2BVMDr1ses where YouTube
has a full version of the 1940 film of
Our Town starring William Holden and
Martha Scott. Wilder, who had spent time
screenwriting in Hollywood, himself was
included in adapting it by director Sam
Wood. Near the end of the process, Wood
made one last request of his author—"I've
managed to work myself into a jam… The
first serious thing to decide is whether we
should let Emily live or die." This "faithful
film adaptation" is unwilling to end as the
play does, and Wilder conceded.
The segue into the funeral had started in
the film with Emily in bed giving birth (but
not giving birth in any realistic way due to
the 1930s film code) and we hear her say,
"I want to live," then the shot cuts to the
funeral. Start watching at 1:23 into the film
to see how the ending works.
How important is Emily's death to the play,
its issues/themes, and what it says. Is the
film's ending "satisfactory and logical,"
as one critic argued, or does the ending
"evade" the issues and make the ending
"soothing" and 19th-century, in Wilder's
terms for theatre, a feel-good flick?
Would you have changed the ending? What
is the effect of the change? What does the
story become? Argue for or against the
change and make your case.
• The 1988 Lincoln Center production
of Our Town is available on YouTube
@ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ROnC9064Rv4 and the 1977
made-for-tv version is @ https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=LEoXuXRoOdY.
Compare their effects and endings.
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